Incoming Freshmen

Honors: *Living Up the Street* by Gary Soto AND one AR Book in your level
CP: One AR Book in your level

Incoming Sophomores

Honors: *Walk Two Moons* by Sharon Creech AND one AR Book in your level
CP: One AR Book in your level

Incoming Juniors

Advanced Placement: Summer Reading Project from *50 Essays* (digitized). See Mrs. Esparza's Google classroom for details. Add using code: qnymph
Honors: *The Color of Water* by James McBride AND one AR Book in your level
CP: One AR Book in your level

Incoming Seniors

Dual Enrollment: *The Metamorphosis* by Franz Kafka
Advanced Placement: *The Metamorphosis* by Franz Kafka
Honors: *The Metamorphosis* by Franz Kafka
ERWC/CP: One AR Book in your level

Books can be accessed through SORA in digital copy
Be prepared for assessment on books the 2nd week of school.